The generosity of many

With the help of our donors, we’re building a better, stronger Dalhousie. As we celebrate our bicentennial anniversary in 2018, it’s an occasion to reflect on our past, look toward our future and thank those who have helped to make it possible. We are thankful for the commitment of our donors (current to September 1, 2017).
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“Receiving a scholarship helped me get to where I am today, both personally and academically. The support is not only providing me an opportunity to pursue higher education, but work toward my goal of becoming a nurse and helping others.”

ALLIE LEBLANC
FACULTY OF HEALTH STUDENT
“My scholarship enabled me to visit 14 communities, meet countless people, gain first-hand understanding of the communities and ultimately narrow the focus of my thesis research. The experience was invaluable.”
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I’ve been so fortunate to have a scholarship over the last four years, supporting me as I’ve worked towards my degree. Financially it has made an incredible difference.”
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“My scholarship lightened my financial burden. It gave me peace of mind. Now I can concentrate on my research, and I can flourish in my studies.”
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“It’s hard to put into words how meaningful this scholarship is to me. Knowing that I have this type of support as I pursue a degree is incredibly encouraging.”
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| Estate of Stewart Douglas Vair | Dr Rosemary Henderson |
| Estate of Eleanor K Veague | Mary Hertherington |
| Estate of John Alexander Webster | Dr James & Arlita Hickey |
| Estate of Marion Elizabeth Webster | Dr Paul Hickey |
| Estate of Marion E Weldon | Alexander Hickman* |
| Estate of F Hume Wells | Henry D Hicks, CC* |
| Estate of Manuel I Zive | Terry Higgins |
| Dick Evans | Ronald Hill* |
| Exan Technologies Inc | Barbara Hinds* |
| Extendicare Inc | Sherman Hines* |
| F W Woolworth Company Limited | Doris Hirsch* |
| Lorraine & Adrian Facca* | Gregory Hirsch & Kristine Johnson |
| Jacob Fakoory, MD | Solomon Hirsch |
| Peter Fardy | Harold Ho |
| Dr Donald Fazgular | Deborah Hobson |
| FC O'Neill Scriven & Associates Limited | C David Hoffinan |
| Susan Feindel | David Hoffinan |
| FEMC 2007 | Hoffmann-LaRoche Limited |
| Cherry G Ferguson | Emeric* & Sophie Hofstader |
| Eric Chester Faucher | Holcim Canada Inc |
| Christopher & Harriet Field | Eileen M Holden |
| Filion Wakely Thorup Angeletti LLP | Richard A Holden & Joanne Stewart |
| Graham C Finch | John Honderich |
| Irwin Fingang* | Honeywell Limited |
| Family of Nigel Firth | Charles Hope |
| Dr Donald A Fitzpatrick Prof Corp | Elizabeth D Horlock* |
| William & Sigrid Fitzpatrick | Michael D Horowitz, MD, MBA |
| Flagstone Management Services (Halifax) Limited | Horton CBL, Limited |
| Flipp Corporation | Peter Houlton* |
| Iraj Fouladi | Mark Houston |
| Alvin Foote | Alfred Howard |
| Ronald Foran, MD | Paul & Eva* Huber |
| Margery Forgay | Jean-Pierre Huberman & Judith Chown |
| Michael G Forsythe | Denis & Vali Huck |
| Dr Gary M Fosha* | Edith L Hudgin |
| Allan Fozlis* | Dr Richard Huggard |
| Margery Fowke | Dr L Susan Hussey |
| Philip Fraser & Siobhan Bergin | Patrick Hwang |
| Dr Frederick D Fraser | Dr Rudy Hyles |
| George Fraser | IAC Limited |
| Dr & Mrs James Fraser | Ideas Canada Foundation |
| Roy E* & Olga Fraser | Eugene Ignacio |
| Stephen Frazee | IMP Group International Inc |
| Ronald Freeman | Catherine Imrie |
| Bruce French* | David & Patricia A Imrie |
| Daryl Frisdel | International College of Dentists (Canadian Section) |
Edward McKelvey*
William McKeown
Ron McKeirie
Dr Marie McKnight
Ted McLachlan
Richard McLaren
Douglas McLean
Sandy & Beth McLean
Peter McLellan
McMillan LLP
Dr John W McMullen, BDS ’67
David M Watson
Mary McNally
Duncan & Sylvia Mcneill
Dr Hubert B McNeil
James & Jane Mcniven
P McTaggart-Cowan*
MDS Environmental Services Limited
David Meadows
Blanche Meagher*
Eric Meek*
George & Shirley Mencher
Mer Enterprises Ltd
Dr Tom Meyerhof
Jakob Meyerhoff*
Roger Michael
John W Miller
Robert Miller*
Robert & Sharon Miller
Eric Mills
Jim Mills
Peter W Mills, QC
Virginia Mills*
David A Mihler
Ralph Milrod*
Thomas Milroy
Ernest Minga*
Raj Mishra*
Donald Mitchell & Rachel Martin
Mr Graham Mitchell
Lorne & Audrey Mitton
Modular & Custom Cabinets
Tyler G Moniz
Belinda Montigny & Family
Christopher Moore
Dr David Moore
Douglas Moores, QC
Eloisey Morgan
Morgan Stanley Canada Limited
Donald Morris*
David Morrish
Donald Morrison
Dr James D Morrison
Morrison Williams Investment Management LP
William Morris
MTS Allstream Inc
Richard Mueller
Ronald & Holly Muir
Charles Murchland
J’Thomas Murphy, MD
Dr Michael Murphy
Michael Murphy
Paul Murphy, QC
Corinne F Murray
Dr Ken & Linda Murray
Macky* & Betty C Murray
Robin Naunith
Hilary N Nathanson*
Irwin Nathanson
Gregory Neiman
Bonnie Neuman
Cynthia J Neville
New Brunswick Institute of Agrologists
New Brunswick Nurses Union
Paul R Nicholas
Arne Nielsen*
Frank Nolan
Northern Electric Co Limited
Northern Nova Scotia Dental Society
Scott Norton
Nova Scotia Textiles Limited
Nova Scotia Veterinary Medical Association
NS & NL Branch of the Holstein Association of Canada
Frank Nulf
Nursing Class of 2001
Mark Nutley
Nutreco Canada Inc
Peter O Heares*
James Oakley*
Joseph O’Brien*
Ocean Capital
Oklahoma City National Memorial Foundation
Barbara & Richard Oland
Barry Oland
Sidney Oland*
James “Skip” Oliver, LLB ’70
Gregory Olschap
Sean Orrell
Ortho McNeil Canada
Ortho Pharmaceutical Canada
P&H Milling Group
F Tom Parker, CM*
George J. Parker
Joan & John* Parker
Max Pascal*
Colin Paterson*
Sydney Patrick*
Donald J & Barbara* Patton
PCL Contractors Canada Inc
Carl Pearlman*
People’s Pharmacy
PEI Pharmacists Association
Dorothy Perkins
Peter and Elizabeth C Tower Foundation (Canada)
Evans* & Ann Perley-Jones
Virginia Petty
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Donat Pharand
Pharmacia & Upjohn Inc
Michael Phelan
Physiotherapy Class of 2000
Pier 27 Sales
Reginald Piercey*
Janet Macneill Piers*
John H Pike
Pittfield MacKay Ross & Co Limited
Crawford Family
John Plowman
William Pollett
Sherry Porter
Diane Poither*
Peter & Jacqueline Power
Pride Mobility Products Corp
Prince Edward Island Institute of Agrologists
Derrick Pringle
Dr Ruggles B Pritchard*
Catherine & Paul Pross
Robert Prosser
Public Inc
Gillian Pullen
Margaret Pulliam
Daniel Quance
Robert Quartermain
R/E Richman Private Family Trust Foundation
Robert Radclueck
Clifford Rae
Heather Rae Johnson
Elizabeth Rainbsey
Dr Suzanne Ramsey & Dr Conrad Fernandez
Helen A Rand*
Christopher & Jean Rath
Dr Richard Raymond
reachAbility
Charles H Reardon*
Michael Reardon
Robert R Regular
Byron Reid*
Dr Dan Reid
David Renton*
Anthony & Patricia* Richards
F Ralph Richard
Carman W Riggs*
Nancy Riggs
David & Susan* Ritcey
Cedric Ritchie*
Robert* & Paula Rix
Ian Robb*
K Ian Robb
K Thomas Robbins, MD
Kenneth Roberts
Chad Robertson
Dean E Robertson
Heather Robertson
Dr D Keith Robinson
Robert* & Barbara* Robinson
Roche Diagnostics
Dr Michael R Roda
William Roderick
Allan Rodger
Robert S Rodger
George Rogers
Rona Piercey’s
Jose K Rosales*
Elizabeth Roscoe
Robert Ross*
Robert A Ross
Philip & Suzanne Rossos
Rotary Club of Truro
Paul Rouleau*
Sam Rowe & Elizabeth Cowden
Donald A Roy
Peter Roy
Royal Bank of Canada-Truro
Royal Trust Corporation
Right Honourable Don Mazankowski
Scholarship Fund
David R Rubin
Sheldon Rubin
Gail Ruddrham Chernin, QC
Dawn A Russell
John Rutherford
Patrick J C Rival
Robyn Ryan Bell
Sack Goldblatt Mitchell LLP
Saint John Regional Hospital Foundation
Michael Salgado
Social Activist Law Students Association
Sandoz Canada Inc
Wendell Sanford
Dr John L Sapp
Byron Sarson
Dr Reg Saunders
Alan Scales
Ben Scheluw
David Schroeder
Harold* & Diane Schwartz
Al Scott
David Scott & Kuniko Azetsu-Scott
Susan Scott
Samuel Scully
James & Lori Seaman
Seaman Cross
Toshimi Ando Sembo
George Seslija
Shaar Shalom Synagogue
Calla Shank-Hogue
Alan Shaver & Deborah Buzzard
Merv Shaw
Terrence Shaw
Suzanne Sheaves
William Sheehan
Fraser & Sylvia Sherrard
Dr Hugh Siddall
Fazley Siddiq
Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics Limited
James Simpson*
Simpson-Hurst Limited
Alasdair & Carol A Sinclair
Sinclair Secondary School
Sirus Investments Inc
George Slipp*
J Bruce Smith
Luella Smith
Ronald Smith
Rosemary W Smith
T Bradbrook Smith, QC
Richard Soberman
Helen Sobey*
Pelman L Soper*
Spectra Energy
Alex Speers
Ed & Lorraine Spracklin
James Squire*
Robin Staedyn
Standard Brokerage Limited
Standard Life Assurance Company
Tom Stanfield
Elizabeth Stanton
Robert Steele
Lawrence Steinberg
Don* & Janice Stephenson
Alan Stern
Stewardship Foundation of Canada
Alec Stewart
David A Stewart, QC*
Donald Stewart
Heather C Stewart
Leslie F Stewart*
Moir Stewart
Ron Stewart, QC
Siskman Elliott
Aidan Stokes
A J Stone
Robert Stone
Mrs George Stoughton
Jordan Sullivan
Robert Summerby-Murray
Supertemp—a division of Jil Papep
Personnel Consultants Limited
Surrette Battery Company Limited
Dr Richard & Mrs Charlotte Sutherland
Evelyn Sutton & Robert MacDonald
Syncrude Canada Limited
Syntex Inc
Wanda Stubielski
Dr Alexander Yoh Tan
Monica Tap
Mary Tasman
George Tattrie & Brenda Tanner Tattrie
Narrrim Taylor
John Tedeschi
Lionel & Joan Teed
Texaco Canada Resources Limited
The Advocates' Society
The Dunkley Charitable Foundation
The Globe and Mail
The Greater Saint John Community Foundation
David Thompson
Ian Thompson
Richard & Gail Thompson
Thompson Newspapers Corporation
Peter Thomson
Beatrice Tingley*
Arnold Tingley*
Donald Torey*
Toronto Star Newspapers Limited
Francis B Townsend
Harold Trask*
James & Lynn (Roach) Travers
Larry Travis
Truefoam Limited
David & Shelley Trueman
Ellis H Tsiu
Paul W H Tung
University of Ontario Institute of Technology
Donna Wheeler-Usher & Grahame Usher
D Brock Vair
Lawrence Vallet
Sydney Varner
University of Saskatchewan
Dr Sherry Vining
The University of Saskatchewan Foundation
Kelley Vari
University of Saskatchewan
Dr Mary Vining
Von Loosngren
W & A Moir Limited
Bob Wade*
J Andrew Wainwright & Marjorie Stone
Dr P B Waite, OC, PhD, LLD, D.LITT
M Wall
Philip H G Walker, QC*
Keith Walling
Wal-Mart Canada Corp
Bruce G Walters, MD
Toshifumi Watanabe
Kansylvn Watson
Ian Watson
Mackenzie Watson
Paul Watson
George & Margie Waye
Edward* & Tossaporn Wen
Reginald Weiser
Dr Michael L West
Dr Joseph D Westhaver
Gordon S Whatley
Frederick Whelan
Havry & Christine Whidden
Barbara Whiston
Tim White
Frederick* & Eve Wickwire
Lloyd Wickwire*
Dr Sharon Wiens
Bradley Willet & James McKen
Charles MacGregor Williams, Jr
Milt Williams
Martin Willison
Willowdale Farms Inc
David F Wilson
Robert Winters
Richard Winwood
Gordon Wiswell*
Women Alkie Acrest A River
Maurce K W Wong & Jane M Wong
Roy Wong
Dorothy Woodhouse
Dr Betty (Badertscher) Woolner
Dr Julia Wright
Desmond Wrter
Edward Yang
George Yates*
Dr Kenneth Yee
John A Yokog
Shui H Yoon*
Choon You
Dr Anne Young
David & Shirley Young
John & Carol Young
Joseph Zatransan, CM*
Zeller's Limited
David Zemans & Catherine Poyen
Kevin & Leslie Zimmel
S Paul Zive

$5,000–$9,999
Anonymous (401)
Carl & Caroline Abbott
ABEL Computers Inc
Sam Abramovitch
Shirley Abramsky
Acadian Seaplants Limited
Dr John Acker
Michael Adams
Addenda Capital Inc
AFBS
AGRIUM
James* & Oriole* Aitchison
Charles* & Margaret* Allen
Honourable Justice Hiram Carver
John Castell
Stephen Cawood
CCC Architects Limited
Canadian Association of Agri-Retailers
Canadian Dental Association
Canadian Institute of Steel Construction
CDSPI
Cement Association of Canada
CEP Atlantic Communications Council
CGC Inc
Chris Chan
Marshall Chasin
Checkpoint GMC Pontiac Buick Limited
Adrian Stanley Cheong, MD
William E Chemin* 
Richard Chesley
Chester Educational Foundation
Wai-Ming Cheung
Chicken Farmers of Newfoundland and Labrador
Dr C Donald* & Mrs Chipman
Honourable David R Chipman
Dr Nancy Chipman
Aldo Chicop
Diane E Chinholm
Kenneth C Chinholm
Dr Carlyle S Chow
Charlie B Chow
Douglas Christie*
Paul & Joan Christie
Robert Christie*
Thomas Chai
Dr's Christopher & Rhonda Church
Alan Churchill-Smith*
City of Lakes Chorus
Clan Ramsay Association of Nova Scotia
Claire & Bob Clark
Donald Clark*
Dr George E Clark
Dr Howard C Clark
Robert Dexter, QC
Reid* & Bernice Dexter
Earl F Dexter*
Dr Murray Dewis
John den Ouden*
Christy DeMont
Nicholas Delva
Jane Delost
Leonard Delicat* 
Jane Delost
Nicholas Delva
Christy DeMont
John den Ouden* 
Donald Denison* 
Dental Association of PEI
Louis Deveau
Russell Deveau
James Hugh Devitt
Dr Murray Dewis
 Earl F Dexter* 
Reid* & Bernice Dexter
Robert Dexter, QC
Lester Dezan
Surendra Dheer
Honourable Consiglio Di Nino
John Dick
Dr Dalton Dickinson
Annie Dickson*
Bill Digby & Deborah Thompson

Honourable Carlton J Dill
Claude A Dingwall* 
Carmen A D'Intino, MD* 
Dynar Marzan Law Corporation
Frederick Dixon
John & Dorothy Dobson
William Dodson
Edward J Doherty
Patrick J Donahoe
Wallace Donald*
Stephen Donaldson
Doran T Donovan
Joseph Dort*
Margaret C Douma
Dover Mortgage Corporation Limited
Dow Chemical Canada Inc
Dr Paul Downing
DPM Solutions
Drake MacQuarrie Medical Inc
William Draper
Anita Dreis* 
Glenn Drover*
John Drover
Dr Anne M Drysdale
DSRA Envision Architecture Inc
Ellen Duncan
Eric Durnford
DWPV Services LP 
Paul Dykeman & Teresa Jones-Dykeman
Eastern Admiralty Law Association
Eastlink TV
Julia Eastman
Keith E Eaton, QC*
Jessica Echenberg
Thomas Edgett
Egg Farmers of Prince Edward Island
Elastics Planning & Design
Elanco Animal Health
Dr Lynn Ellis
Stephen D & Deborah Ellis
Pam Dewis Engel
Michael England
Trinda L Ernst, QC*
Arthur Ervin*
Estate of Pauline Harrison Allen
Estate of Barrie Annis
Estate of Ronald P Baird
Estate of Elinor Barmstead
Estate of Marion Batt
Estate of Helene Bennet
Estate of Daisy E Bowes
Estate of M C Bronson
Estate of M Thelma Cardwell
Estate of Lillian Elizabeth Carey
Estate of Walter J Chute
Estate of Elsie Elizabeth Crowell
Estate of Jean M Curtis
Estate of John T Douglas
Estate of Jessie E Fillmore
Estate of Gertrude Fox
Estate of Dr George Gass
Estate of Dr Norman H Gosse
Estate of Jennie G Grant
Estate of Anne I. Hammerling
Estate of John Logan Harris
Estate of C Eunice Hawkins
Estate of Dr Ernest Heighton
Estate of Katherine A Hill
Anita Foley
Craig Flood
George Flight*
Tom Flemming
Paul Fleming*
Tom Fleming
George Flight*
Craigh Flewell
Anita Foley

Ed Frewyer*
Terry Foreman
Pam Forsythe
Fort Calgary Preservation Society
Frank E Fowlie & Lois Burke-Fowlie
Elizabeth Foy
Dr Annette Foyle
Dawn Frail
Elliot Franklin*
Dr John D Franklin
Frederick Fraser, QC*
Murray Fraser*
Fred and Edith Greene Charitable Foundation
David G Fredricksen
Bill Freedman*
Fundy Gypsum Company Limited
Robert Furlong
Melissa H Furrow
G Raymond Chang Foundation
Richard Gaetz
Jenny Gazewski
Jonathan Gale
Patricia Gallivan
Terrence M Gallivan
Diane Ganong
Ganong Bros Limited
Dr H Wayne Garland
David Gass
Greg Gatchell
M David Gates
Charmaine Gaudet
Dr Lawrence J Gaunt
Luke Gauthier
George Erle O'Brien Memorial Fund
Geotrack International
Edmond Ghabi
Stephen Gibson & Candace E Malcolm
Raymond G Giberson*
Gilead Consultants Inc
Neville Gilmore*
Diana Glenn & Malcolm Boyle
Howard Glube*
Valerie Godsoe Jennings
James W Gogan
Goldberg Thompson
Sol Goldstein
Honourable Walter Goodfellow, MSS, CD, QC
Bill Goodine & Rose Tubetbi-Goodine
Deltrose Gordon
Dr Donald & Joleen (Aldous) Gordon
Walter Gordon*
Ms Carolyn D Gorling
Hans Gosine
Catherine (Richardson) Goulet
Donald Graham*
John* & Naomi Graham
Norie Graham-Robinson
Harold Grant*
Kenneth Grant*
Milton H Grant
Robert G Grant, QC
Jane Grantmyre & James Frost
David S Green
Green Diamond Equipment Limited
Jayson Greenblatt*
B Barry Greenhouse
Edward Greenspan

George Gregoire
Ronald & Frances M Gregor
Grinners Food Systems Ltd
J Stuart & Hilda Grossert
Growers International Organic Sales
Campbell Gunn
Ross Guy*
Gareth L Gwyn
Craig & Mary Ann Haines
Vanora Haldane
Dr Leslie E Hale
Halifax BMW Limited
Halifax Cardiac Support & Education Society
Halifax Ladies Musical Club
Halifax Office Products
Halifax Regional Municipality
Halifax Youth Foundation
James Hallett
Colin G Hames
Sarah Haney
Edward Harrigan & Marilyn E Kinnear
Byrne & Laura P Harper
Dr Ronald M Harper
Cecil Harricharan
Arthur Harrigan*
Lynne Harrigan
Cathy Harris
John L Harris, QC*
M Joyce Harris
Evans Harrison
James L Harrison
Alexander* & Janet Hart*
Terence T Hart, MD
Thomas Hart & Mary Lynch
Jean Hartley
Dr Kathryn Harvey
Philip Harvey
Lee P Harwood
Albert J Haslam, QC*
Christina L Hasley
Eric Hatfield
Jim Hattheway
Dr Kelly Hatt
Clinton Havey, QC*
Dr Violet Havas
Tosh & Judy Hayashi
Lawrence Hayes
Scott Hayes
Health Association Nova Scotia
Health View Medical
Stephen & Patti Healy
Doreen M Heaps*
Harvey D Hebb*
Hon Robert Hebb* & Ann Hebb
Keith Heffeman
Mary Helleiner
Jane Henderson
Mary I Henderson*
Wilbert Henderson
Hendrix Genetics
Dr Rob Hennessey
Laurie Hennigar
Charles Herbert*
Heritage Fur Farms Ltd
Dr Peter A Herrndorf
Harold Hertherington*
John B Hlidibits*
Franklyn Hicks*
Allan Hill*  
Pauline Hillis*  
Don Hilton  
Gerry Himmelman  
Beatrice Fejtek Hines  
Maynard Hines*  
David Hirsch  
Arthur Hiscock  
Dr John R Holancin  
Dr Murray P Holburn  
Sandra Holloway  
Holstein Association of Canada  
Gary Holt, QC  
Fred Holtz  
Honderich Investments Limited  
Lee Horne  
Howard W Horsman  
Ted Horton  
Kimberly Houston  
Dr L Howlett  
Brian Howt & Petra M Rykers  
Miranda Hubbs  
Daniel & Elizabeth Hughes  
Dr Jean & George Hughes  
Ceri Hugill  
Muhammad Humayun  
Robert Humber  
Thora Hunter  
Gordon Hurd  
Craig Hurst  
Hutchins Family Foundation  
IBM International Foundation  
IODEX Laboratories Canada LP  
I H Mathers & Son Limited  
Frederic Inglis*  
James C Inglis  
Ingonish Chapter IODE  
George Inrig*  
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers–Local 37  
Inverness-Victoria Federation of Agriculture Investors Group  
Iron Ore Company of Canada  
William Irving  
Aden Irwin*  
Andrew & Marion Issekutz  
ITI Information Technical Institute  
Jackman Foundation  
Floyd V Jackson  
Samuel Jacobson*  
Dr Hector J Jacques, OC  
Ahoballan Jaliivand  
Edith James*  
Richard James  
James Richardson International  
Christopher & Frances Jamieson  
Robert A Janes  
James Jardine  
Paul D & Nora-Jean Jardine  
George Jaysonra  
John Jenkins*  
Peter Jennings*  
Lawrence Jewett  
John Jordy*  
John Templeton Foundation  
Byron Johnston*  
Cahum Johnston  
Cynthia A Jones  
Laurence Jones  
Estelle Joubert  
Lindsay Construction  
Kallweit Graham Architecture  
Yosh Kamachi  
Renatta Kartalsakis*  
Kaye Bernstein Trust  
Raymond W Ke, MD  
John Kent  
Dr Michael P Keating  
Paula M Keating  
Ron Keays  
Nigel & Pauline Kemp  
Kennedy Distribution Inc  
Laura Keras  
Austin Kerr  
Susan Kerslake  
Sue Kessler  
Fayez M Khalil  
Dr Teng Lok Kho  
David Kuang  
Kidney Foundation of Canada  
Donald King  
Jessie M (Kuhn) King  
Margaret King*  
Mark Kingston  
Judith Kiristy Roy  
Dieter Kirsch  
Joel C Kirsh  
Raymond Klapstein  
Gerald Klassen  
Erwin Klein*  
Deborah Knight  
Karen Knop  
Mark Knox & Karen Hudson, QC  
Bernard G Kuhn  
L. B. Meek and Son Ltd  
Lorraine P Lafferty  
Jeffrey Lamb  
Dr Gary P Landrigan  
Rocherstock Landymoor*  
Lang Michener LLP  
Brian Langille  
David F Largo  
Emanuel E Laufer  
Gordon Launcelott  
Law Class of 1995  
Lawson Lundell  
John Lawton*  
Truman & M Vivian Layton  
Richard G Lea*  
C Edward Leach  
Shelagh Leahey  
Paul N Leamen  
Dr Raymond & Françoise LeBlanc  
William M LeClair  
Boyd Lee  
C Nigel Lees  
Douglas LeGay  
Robert Legere  
Claude Leighton*  
Paul LePoe  
Dr Arthur L Lesser  
Norman Letalik & Rose Ann MacGillivray  
Robert A Lewington  
Barry Lewis*  
Douglas Lewis*  
Ronald Lewis*  
Harris C Lilienfeld  
Justice L M Little  
Chesley Lockhart*  
Bruce Lockwood*  
Gladys Longair*  
Claudine I Lorde  
Lorenz Ltd  
George Loucks*  
Daphne C Loukidelis  
Harry R Lowe  
Peter A Love  
Greg Loutowski  
Nora M Lydon  
John Mabey  
A Jean Macdonald  
Bill MacDonald  
Colin P MacDonald, QC  
George W MacDonald  
John & Beatrice MacDonald  
John W MacDonald  
Kate MacDonald  
Lewis V A MacDonald  
Marilyn MacDonald  
Michael R Macdonald*  
Nancy MacDonald  
Philip Macdonald*  
Robert C MacDonald  
Robert MacDonald*  
Don MacDougall  
John MacDougall  
David MacEachern  
Dr E Paul MacEachern  
Josephine MacGillivray  
Lois MacGregor  
Donald Machum*  
Lawrence M Machum, QC*  
Bruce & Jess MacIntosh  
Ron MacIsaac  
Mary C Mackay*  
Mary M MacKay  
William Mackay*  
Gerald Mackean  
Peter MacKean  
Ian R MacKeigan  
Blair MacKenzie  
Donald MacKenzie*  
Elmer A MacKenzie  
Erie* & Doris MacKenzie  
J Scott MacKenzie, QC*  
Norman MacKenzie  
William MacKenzie  
John MacKillop  
Allan & Joanne B MacKinnon  
Frederick MacKinnon, OC*  
& Mary MacLean-MacKinnon*  
Jyl MacKinnon  
Michael MacKinnon  
Edward MacLatchy*  
Allen L MacLean  
David G & Peggy MacLean  
Donald P MacInnis  
Norman MacLean*  
Reginald MacLean*  
Donald MacLean*  
Robert Maclean*  
Janet MacLean-Tuol  
David MacLeod
The Dalhousie Heritage Society was established to recognize and thank those individuals who have remembered the university in their estate plans. We are profoundly grateful for all legacy gifts received from our alumni and friends.
Jonathan Lowe & Laura Johnson
Robert Allan Lund, MD
Ian & Anne MacDonald
Janette Ferguson MacDonald
William (Bill) MacDonald
Fred MacInnes
Janice MacInnis
Andrew* & Alexa MacKay
David A MacLean
Rod MacLennan
Marsha Mann
A Richard Marshall
John R Matheson
Debora Matthews
Lori McCurdy
Carl McDermott
Wendy A McGuinness
Robert McInnes
James McKeen & Bradley Willett
Pauline McKenzie
Janet C McKinlay
Derek* & Margaret (Goode) McLaws
Rory & Lois McLean
A Anne McLellan
David McLeod & Carol Sisson McLeod
J Duncan McNeill
Warren & Wanda Meek
Don & Elizabeth Mills
Lorne & Audrey Mitton
S Allison Mitton
Deborah Moir
John A Montgomery
David Moon
E David Morgan
Bruce D & Susan E Munro
Vaughn G Munro
T Jock & Janet Murray
Suzanne Huett & Dan Myers
Gregory M A Neiman
Kenneth C L Nigan
Anthony R Nichols
Cathleen (Donahoe) Niedermayer
Barbara J O'Shea
Heather Payette
Ann Peel
Marilyn R Peers
Dawn Pickering
Sherry Porter
Henry & Jean* Pratt
Elizabeth & David* Precious
Al & Debbie Prescott
Jack Prince, QC & Barbara F Prince
Thomas H Raddall, II
Edward & Barbara Rafuse
Dr Anthony Richards
Robert Trueman Ripley
Lorna Ryan
Helen A Ryding

David Howard Seaman
Allan & Leslie Shaw
Robbie Shaw
Scott & Carolyn Shepherd
D Ralph Single & Marsha Single
Janet & David Slattery
Eldon R Smith
Jim & Kate Somers
Charlotte Sutherland
David & Elizabeth Sutherland
Brenda Tanner Tattrie
Stanley Teale
James Tee
Allan George Tobacco
Jan (Mortimer) Van Zoost
Ann M Vessey
Karl von Holzhausen-Brikkels
Ian M Wallace & Patricia M Young
Bruce G Wamsley MD '78
Douglas & Mary Werner
Robert J L White
Nancy Wickwire Fraser
Jeff Williams & Judy Flecknell
Dorothy Wills
Budge Wilson
Gaye Wishart
Jennie L (Seto) Wolter
Tietje Zonneveld